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• A compelling story of how one woman moves on after learning everything
she thought she knew about her life is a lie
•C
 ushman’s readers love her relatable women of faith facing extraordinary
decisions
• Where is God when your life is turned upside down and inside out?

After her father and stepmother’s accidental death, Kelli Huddleston sorts through their
belongings and learns a shocking secret. Years before, her father faked his death during a
boat wreck at sea—and faked Kelli’s as well. He’d run from a wife, a son, and a daughter
back in Tennessee, meaning Kelli has a family she’s never known.
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She’s already cashed the payout on her dad’s life insurance check and looks at it as her
ticket to a new life. The lure and puzzle of digging into this hidden past is too much to
resist, and she soon finds herself in Tennessee. When the trip threatens to open doors to
the past better left shut, and her plans for the future are threatened, Kelli must make an
agonizing choice that will change her life forever.

“Cushman tells a deeply moving story of painful revelation
and hard-won redemption steeped in small-town, southern charm,
a tale full of heart and hope for all who have ever wished
to feel that they truly belong.”
—Booklist
ABOUT THE AUTHOR:

Kathryn Cushman is a graduate of Samford University with a degree in pharmacy.
She is the author of five previous novels including Leaving Yesterday and A Promise
to Remember, which were both finalists for the Carol Award in Women’s Fiction.
Kathryn and her family make their home in Santa Barbara, California.
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